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Hospitality - Existing Buildings
Operations and Maintenance
Recertification
Initial certification
Certification Type
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Establishment
Changes need to be made to the Establishment documentation, or the credit is being attempted for the first time. (Optional)
Individual energy end-uses that represent 20% or more of the total annual consumption of the building minus plug load are metered. 
Complete the table below for all advanced meters serving the project.
Table: Advanced meters
Refrigerant atmospheric impact per ton
Fuel Source or System Metered
Equipment life
Meter Type
Upload: Advanced meter cutsheetsProvide cutsheets for meters that clearly indicate the following information:·   Recording interval·   Ability to record both consumption and demand (for electrical meters)·   Data transmission capability·   Data collections system description and storage capability·   Remote data retrieval capability
Establishment Summary
Date
Name
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Complete
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Performance
The facility’s energy management system is programmed to set an alarm whenever the energy consumption and peak demand rise above the anticipated amount by more than 5%. 
The project has monthly and annual summaries of energy consumption and monthly peak demand data.
Performance Summary
Date
Name
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Complete
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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